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Abstract
What we will do


Show you how to get up and running with Python



Of course you will write the “Hello World” program



We will then show you the next steps into programming, and show you how to write more complex
programs



We will build a program to control a USB Robotic Arm connected to a Raspberry Pi



Not only will we write programs, we will also test them!



We will arm you with information and references to enable you to continue your programming
journey

Prerequisites




A Wi-Fi enabled laptop on which you can install software
Or share with someone who has
The desire to learn and have fun !

Why? - Rationale
Why learn to program?
There is an on-going debate in our industry about whether
testers should have the ability to write code.
Both Phill and I are experienced programmers who now
test. We can’t tell you what it is like to be a Tester who
can’t code. However, we definitely think it is advantageous
for Testers to have coding skills.

This is an opportunity for you to get ahead of the debate,
do some coding, and make up your own mind.

Disclaimer

“We are not teachers. We are Testers. We are going
to ‘show’ you how to ‘do’ a few simple things in
Python, in the hope that you find them easy, begin to
understand, and are encouraged to find out and learn
more.”

Graham Thomas and (Phill Isles)

Today’s Journey


Intro



Set up your Laptop



Programming


Sequence



Iteration



Decision



Robot Arm



References



What can you do?

Workshop set-up 1


Download and Install Python – 15mb (52.4mb)
http://www.python.org/download
Version 2.7.6



Download and Install Geany – 8.5mb (41mb)
http://www.geany.org/Download/Releases



Please:






Check the links
Virus check before downloading
If you can’t download we have USB drives

This will be a few minutes so:

The Raspberry Pi
The Raspberry Pi is a credit-card sized
computer that plugs into your TV and a
keyboard.
It’s a capable little PC which can be used for
many of the things that your desktop PC
does, like spreadsheets, word-processing
and games.
It also plays high-definition video.
“We want to see it being used by kids all
over the world to learn programming.”
http://www.raspberrypi.org/faqs

What can it do?


Linux and Python








Camera Board





LXDE
Command Line
Open Source (Free)
Media Centre

HD Video
Programmable control

Prototyping





Programmable GPIO Port
Build your own devices
Low Cost and accessible

Workshop set-up 2


Set Python Path Variable
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.



Control Panel > System
Advanced System Settings
Environment Variables
Scroll down to Path
Edit
Add “;C:\python27“ to the end
OK, OK, OK

Test python
Start
> Accessories
> Command Prompt
> ‘python’
>

Python 2.7.6 ...
>>>



Open Geany
File
> New (with Template)
> main.py
>

Programming
Today we are going to assume that as Testers you all know roughly what a computer
program is, and why we need them. You are after all ‘testing’ them.
We are going to show you the simplest of basics that follow on from print “Hello
World”.
We have some exercises for you that will show you;
Sequence, Iteration and Decisions.
Then we will pull together the ‘learning’ and write a program to control a Robotic Arm.

So why Python?
Python is a widely used general-purpose, high-level programming language. Its
design philosophy emphasizes code readability, and its syntax allows programmers to
express concepts in fewer lines of code than would be possible in languages such as
C. The language provides constructs intended to enable clear programs on both a
small and large scale. – Wikipedia

Or as Phill and I would say, “It is fast, easy and free.” And it works on Windows and Linux.

Exercise 1
We will write a Python program which demonstrates:









shebang
comments
print
input
str
Mathematical
operator
compiler
execution

The Robot Arm
Robot Arm demonstration

Raspberry Pi

USB Robotic Arm

Wii Mote

Exercise 2


Now we will write a Python program which demonstrates:






While loop:
Indentation
Raw_Input
Converting Strings to Numbers
More Mathematical Operators

Examples of Coding on a Pi

Time-Lapse Video

Exercise 3
Now we will write a Python program which demonstrates:







if:
elif:
else:
Cut and Paste Coding
More Mathematical Operators

Exercise 4
We will now pull together the other exercises to write a
program to control the USB Robotic Arm.

Requirement.
The arm has an eraser held in its jaws. You have to
write a program to move it from the start position
to the target area. Drop the eraser. And finally
report whether the eraser hit the target or not.

Exercise 4

Start

Shoulder

Design


Make a number of moves with the arm



Repeat each move a number of times
Shoulder (Up 4)
 Elbow
(Down 3)
 Rotate
(Right 5)

Elbow

Rotate





When over the cup release the gripper




Gripper

(Open 2)

Report whether the target was hit


(Use an input and a decision)

Release

Hit
Target
N
Miss

Stop

Y
Hit

References


http://www.python.org/
Python



https://wiki.python.org/moin/BeginnersGuide/Programmers
A Beginners Guide – list of really helpful references



http://www.astro.ufl.edu/~warner/prog/python.html
A helpful all of everything cheat sheet



http://www.tutorialspoint.com/python/python_basic_syntax.htm
A vast amount of reference info. Start here and explore.



http://www.codecademy.com/
Highly regarded on-line tutorials

References 2


Raspberry Pi Foundation
http://www.raspberrypi.org/
Start here for all things Raspberry Pi



Robot Arm
http://www.maplin.co.uk/p/robotic-arm-kit-withusb-pc-interface-a37jn



Google / Bing / Wikipedia, etc.



Many people provide helpful online videos

Note of Caution:


Not everything you find online is helpful and is sometimes harmful.
Check other sources first.



StackOverflow – I do not find anything on this site helpful.

Next Steps



Continue your journey of Python exploration
Build on today and write some more code.
The sooner the better – to reinforce, not lose, the learning!
Follow the references
Do the on-line Tutorials



Start using Python at work











Simple Utilities. If only I could . . . . Well now you can!
Data Generation
Data Fuzzing
Automate manual processes



Share your learning and experiences – tell your story



Have fun. Get a Pi. Maybe even a Robotic Arm.

What we achieved today


Learnt to program in Python




No, really!

Wrote Python programs to demonstrate:


Sequence



Iteration



Decision



Control over a USB Robotic Arm



Hopefully had fun 



Got an insight into the ‘testers need to learn to code’ debate



Got some quick start references



Identified a Personal Development Plan
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